From the Boundary Rope
220th EDITION

Day 1 - Premier Div - MCC 1st Team vs Durbanville CC played away
MILLIES FIND THE HILLS OF THE VILLES HARD TO ASCEND

Millies won toss and elected to bowl upfront, overhead conditions, but this was always going
to be a hard fixture. D’ville have been in the top league for eternity and upon arrival looked a
very strong and supportive family club. After all this is Doc Basson land and club, it was great
to greet him and the greeting of the Ville coach, Manny, we go back 20 years from junior
days… Anyway, enough nostalgia and onto the game…
Samandura and Barnes (yes, another Barnes), Barnes takes guard and Bridgens had him on
the front foot nicking, only for Schwerin to spoon the chance, 3 balls in! Hereafter it seemed to
ignite the Ville and they hit all corners with overs of 8, 5, 2, 6, 6, 1, 2 and eventually Bridgens
has Barnes caught by Crowley in the cordon. DCC 38/1 after 8.3 overs.

Roach replaces Milne (5-0-22-0) in the 12th and after the 14th is removed from the attack (15 in
2), Cloete replaces Roach and Van Harte replaces Bridgens (8-1-37-1). Ville had massacred
MCC after 16 overs for 86/1.
Van Harte had harsh first over, but then Du Toit provided a brilliant angled shy at stumps to
run VD Bergh out for 35 (35 balls) 93/2 after 17.5 overs.
Van Harte calmed the batters and in the 25th was rewarded by Du Toit taking a brilliant catch
to send Samandura back to the waterless shower 61 off 62 balls, DCC 116/3 in 25th over.
Van Harte strikes again with Strydom edging onto to keeper Schwerins gloves to be well
snapped by Darryl Barnes, DCC 120/4 in 27 overs. At this stage Millies had pulled back and
continued to pull back when Ward who had replaced Van Harte had a confident caught
behind turned down, immediately dismissed Boshoff in front the next ball. DCC157/5 and
going into lunch at 163/5 after 40 overs.
After lunch, Ward, Crowley continued and in the 53 Milne replaced Ward and the two saw out
the innings with the Ville closing on 245/8.
Notables: Crowley 14 – 3 – 43 – 3; RvH 10 – 2 – 31 – 2
Millies with a change of personnel upfront see Van Harte and Barnes take to the crease.
Over 4.3 Van Harte adjudged LBW, well two sounded LBW for 4 and MCC 13/1.
Ward joins Barnes, who has played confidently, Ward after 8 balls caught 3rd slip.
13.1 overs Crowley caught keeper and pays compliments to bowler Viret, who did not enjoy
the Italians compliments and returned with an issue….! The Stallion just moved on. Du Toit
getting himself out on the stroke of tea, caught at close in fine leg. Only Milne, the stalwart,
applied his batting trade and MCC failed to see 50 overs were dismissed for 168. A luxury
total considering at one stage were 88/6.
Accolades to Barnes for a great upfront 45 off 63, ailing Skipper who battled through pain for a
great 50 off 90 balls. Milne the tail master looking as confident as any on the day with 34 off
52 balls, but more importantly managed Millies to a total of 168, a paltry total, but one we will
have to live with!!
8 overs left in the day, Ville with a lead of 77 extended it with no damage to 110.
Day 2 – a marathon equivalent to the uphill Comrades beckons Milnerton, as they say in the
classics…… welcome to the Premier league!!!!
REPORT COMPILED BY: COACH CRAIG

(It can only get harder….. need to keep together as a unit, which unfortunately was not
seen on day 1.)

Res ‘A’– MCC 2nd Team – BYE
Res ‘C’– MCC 3rd Team – BYE
Res ‘F’ MCC 4th Team – BYE
3 ‘A’ MCC 5th Team vs St Augustines CC played on MCC ‘A’
TEAM STAG DO IT……

Squad
JC Oliver, L Hayes, W Green, K Hayes, M Lloyd, C Silver, N Reyneke, G Cussons, M
Hillerbrand, D Crowley, D Moodley.
The Honorable 5s took on a tough St Augustine’s team this week and sometimes things
happen in cricket that are more worth talking about than individual performances.
The Honorable 5s showed the true meaning of being a Stag by digging themselves out of
tough situations both with the bat and the ball.
Playing with heart and more for the gentlemen fielding next to them, than for themselves to
pull off an unbelievable TEAM win.
After winning the toss and choosing to bat 1st the honorable 5s lost 2 early wickets but fought
back and posted a very hard earned 177 on a tough Milnerton A deck, batting smart and
being patient.
Batting Stats
L Hayes 16
W Green 6
JC Oliver 52
M Lloyd 41
C Silver 14
D Crowley 26
M Hillerbrand 4*
Bowling was tough in the 1st 18 overs as St Augustine’s came out with intent and seemed to
have the upper hand. After the drinks break the honorable 5s took the field with purpose and
fought hard for a win they clearly wanted. Great tight bowing and superb fielding took the lads
from Milnerton home for a memorable 31 run win. St Augustine’s 146 all out

Bowling stats
K Hayes 2-23
M Hillerbrand 1-16
D Moodley 1-30
D Crowley 0-10
N Reyneke 2-26
G Cussons 1-15
M Lloyd 2-11
Moment of the match.
Daniel Crowley hitting a huge six onto the rugby field that even left the oppositions jaws on the
floor.
TFC - not awarded this week after a fantastic team effort.
Man of the Match.
Gavin Cussons, and unbelievable match winning bowing spell that gave the 5s a memorable
win. Bowling 7 overs 1 for 15. Congrats bud, quality bowling.
Thank you to K Warne for scoring and to all the families and friends who came and supported
the honorable 5s.
REPORT COMPILED BY: JC OLIVER

(Well done JC and the Chamber lads, great win, this is what Milnerton CC is all about,
Yes, we have a first team, flagship and all, but you guys are right there on the flag
pole….)
3 ‘D’ MCC- B 6th Team vs Victoria CC played at MCC ‘B’
WINNING FOLLOWS ORDER, DISCIPLINE AND IT PAYS TO BE A WINNER

Dewald lost the toss and they elected to bat on arguably one of the better tracks to play on.
Slinky Taylor opened the bowling and with figures of 7 - 1 – 13 blocked one end for the first 14
overs. He was the spearhead of the major difference between the two sides at the end of the
day, discipline. One side of the track, no extras, no loose balls. Captains dream in field setting.
Allan Nortje is really cementing his place as opening bowler and was not giving anything away
in his 4-0-15 spell. Bar the 2-leg side wides he was hitting the gloves hard, bowled great
channels and from the pressure, we ran out their opener in the 5th over.
Neil Perish was our first change bowler and he got stuck in a very nice line and length. Not
one ball down leg and with figures of 7- 0- 26 he was unlucky as a dropped catch in the
covers could’ve done more justice to his bowling. Disciplined bowling, one side of the track,
choking them all the way.

Mike Reynders bowled exceptionally well and with a lot of control. He was constantly hitting
his mark and with figures of 7-2-24 it showed that pressure can be created with clever and
controlled spin. He was the first birth of our spin twins for the day. Not one extra off his
bowling and with maybe one bad ball all day he kept the discipline strong.
Sias was brought on after drinks with the game still in the balance. Our man of the match
showed that if a spinner can get turn and bounce, it is almost impossible to play them. His
figures of 6-5-24 was exceptional and hardly bowled a bad ball. Bowling in tandem with his
spin twin, Mike they just couldn’t get out of the choke hold. Match winning bowling from a
match winner.
Victor was brought on for a quick 2x over spell and they literally played and missed for all 12
balls. Left arm over with some pace and bounce is one of the few things in cricket your hardly
ever play against. Just one wide off his bowling and equipment failure (boots) saw him only
bowl the two overs. With figures of 2-0-1 you have something to build on
Steven Pappin finished the innings with a very good line and length and was maybe bowling
too good for their tail enders. His first game of the season with figures of 2-0-8 and a good
batting display showed natural talent. It gives great balance to have a 6th bowler and solid
batsmen in your team, great asset.
Victoria posted 117/9 off their 35 overs
Eben Human was keeping on the day and after an indifferent start with the gloves clicked
back and made sure of the gloves behind. Taking 3x stumpings, a catch standing up and
completing a run out he helped with keeping the pressure. He opened the innings with Sias
and even though neither of them made any runs (8 and 10 respectively) they re-iterated the
fact that if your openers can get the shine off the ball, it helps your middle order.
Dewald Myburg played a very sensible innings chasing only 117. His eventual 19 was vital as
the track required application of your skillsets. The total was also a bit misleading with such a
slow outfield. He also made better decisions on the day between the two captains. A lion that
leads sheep is stronger than a sheep leading lion.
Dave Dawes looked like the most accomplished batsmen (17) on the day. He was involved in
a 60-run partnership with Dewald which took the game away from them. They were knocking
it about and kept their cool in a game where the opposition gave us 41 runs in extras. No
need to panic and just kept ticking away. Middle order felt more solid
Reggie Vraaghom came in for a brisk 6 off 4. Steven Pappin finished on an unbeaten 15* to
chase down their 118 with relative ease.
Milnerton beating Victoria by 5 wickets

Extras in cricket is like cholesterol, it is a silent killer. It’s the major difference between two
teams - practice and application thereof.
Discipline is an avid follower of winning
Proudly 6th - Proudly Milnerton cricket club
REPORT COMPILED BY: EBEN HUMAN

(Awesome win, it’s amazing how a great spinner can inspire a mediocre spinner when
bowling in tandem, well done Reynders for inspiring Bezuidenhout to a “fiver” ……!!
Also, reporter don’t be shy to use your capital lock when typing surnames, its free from
Microsoft! It’s Amazing in The Rope Edition 1 this Bezuidenhout took headlines in the
First Team, 219 editions later he is taking headlines again……….. in the 6ths!!!)
3 ‘D’ MCC- C 7th Team vs Tygerberg CC played away
THE RESRVIOR DOGS

This gang of men left for Tygerberg in good
spirits, and with a good combined skillset,
enough to crack the code of the grey track,
and steal a win from this stronghold in the
South.
MR SILVER chose heads, and he opted to
bat on an unprepared and crumbling pitch,
with no lines, that had been used by juniors
earlier in the morning, assuming it would get
worse by afternoon.
Surprisingly, the pitch held together, and MR
SILVER (21) and Gert “MR BROWN”
Badenhorst (17) got the heist off to a good
start, before MR SILVER got caught in the
deep. We then had a mini-collapse, with
David “MR GREEN” Abromowitz, Gert “MR
ORANGE” James and our banker, Vernon
“NICE GUY EDDIE” Van Den Berg all
getting caught, and locked up, without
scoring any bullion on the bully.
Kevin “MR BLACK” Barnes and Kevin “MR
WHITE” Kruger (19) then held the attempted robbery together, until “MR BLACK” Barnes got
caught too, while “MR WHITE” Kruger accelerated the pace.

Our next safe-crackers, Byron “MR BLONDE” Boonzaaier and the cool-handed Gavin “MR
BLUE” Levy went hard, with “MR BLUE” Levy not out on 29, finishing with JJ “MR RED”
Theart and Lance ‘MR PINK” Laubscher, to take the gang to the bank, with 120/10 in 30…
THE USUAL SUSPECTS
We then started our escape on the grey pitch, that was still relatively up and down, and the
likes of “MR BLONDE” Boonzaaier and “MR GREEN” Abromowitz, kept the run-rate down,
with some unplayable bowling, to 3.5 per over in the first 8, with two dropped catches and 4
VERY give-able LBW’s turned down. Our first change bowlers, “MR WHITE” Kruger and “MR
ORANGE” James struggled at times, and no-balls (go figure) being given without lines. “MR
WHITE” picking up our first victim with a great catch from “MR BLONDE” Boonzaaier!!! “MR
RED” Thiart picked up the slack and bowled some unplayable ballS too, with a small cameo
by “MR PINK” Laubscher, bringing him his second victim of the season (a GREAT catch by
“MR RED” Theart, making up for his other fumbles!!!)…in just 8 balls!!! “MR BROWN”
Bandenhorst’s keeping is coming along nicely and his shoulder held up well.
But Tygerberg were very “VERBAL” and just too strong for us today, and we were not lucky
enough to escape the grey pitch curse. We batted with “a lot of dog in this fight” mentality for
each other, and I can see my gang getting stronger and more focused each week, with good
partnerships happening at times. Soon everybody will be “stealing some loot” off these pitches
and getting the rub of the green with decisions. I am proud of the gang for keeping their cool,
as the spirit of this heist was very suspect. Tygerberg won, getting the total in 28. They ended
124/2
But no excuses, we were just not good enough on the day. We will be back.
This is your “KEYSER SÖZE” speaking
REPORT COMPILED BY: KEVIN SILVER

(Tygerberg had the last bark over the Reservoir Dogs!!!! Whatever……..)
PREMIER LEAGUE MCC LADIES vs UWC
Match not played.
Until next week…………….
From the Boundary Rope was edited by Coach Craig
Thanks for the respective input from the roaming reporters / skippers.

